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During this Season of Giving, we at the Blessing & Family Ministry invite you to make a contribution to 
HighNoon.org and their work addressing pornography in our Blessed Family community. 
 
High Noon was initiated by passionate Unificationists to bring solutions to the many members of our 
community being impacted by pornography. 
 
For the past two years, they have been entirely self-funded and operated. However, they’ve reached their 
capacity financially and are unable to offer the full support they want to provide. 
 
Recovery Help 

 
One of High Noon’s priorities throughout 2017 has been to provide recovery support for those wishing to 
break away from pornography. Anyone touched by pornography, either personally or that of a loved one, 
knows its compulsive nature. Even those desperately wishing to end their porn use find themselves 
powerless to do so. 
 
Part of the problem has been the silence of our community on this issue. High Noon has been working 
hard to break the stigma of struggling with pornography and provide proper support to the youth, youth 
pastors, and general membership that have been struggling in secrecy. 
 
More Than an American Movement 

 
One of the jewels of our Unificationist Community is the diverse cultural heritage we are a part of. It’s the 
cornerstone of our identity. One of the unique challenges this poses is that of language. This is something 
many Blessed Families have experienced, as well as our experience here at the BFM working with our 
worldwide community. 
 
One of High Noon’s strongest commitments is to provide resources to the non-English speaking parts of 
our community, particularly our Japanese and Korean membership. This has also been one of High 
Noon’s largest challenges and an expensive endeavor. The strength of their commitment has pulled them 
as far as hiring staff in Korea and investing tremendously to establish the relationships with International 
Headquarters that will be necessary to offer the worldwide support they’re taking on. 
 
Consider Donating 

 
High Noon is undertaking one of the most important missions in terms of creating the Blessed Family 
culture our True Parents envision. 
 
Pornography is an assault on everything we as a movement have invested our lives into creating and is the 
direct cause of the lack of power many of our young people are experiencing. 



 

 

 
Your financial support will directly support our commitment here at the BFM to create a thriving Blessed 
Family community. 
 

 
 
The Impact of Your Donation 

 
Your partnership helps in three ways: 
 
First, you are helping teens recover from pornography addiction. We’re is committed to offering their 
Recovery Program to teenagers for free, forever. Your donations will make that possible. 
 
Second, your donations expand their online outreach to our youth. Your support helps hire the virtual 
assistants necessary to keep up the constant supply of the fresh educational and inspirational material 
needed to reach and engage youth where they are–on social media. 
 
Third, your contributions help spread the word and educate more parents and young people alike on the 
damage caused by pornography and what they can do about it. From travel to translation, your aid enables 
High Noon to reach out to more of our Japanese and Korean community, among others. Give courage to 
parents in supporting their children, and freedom to our youth drowning in shame. 
 
Stand for Radiant Blessed Couples 

 
Ultimately, this work is about creating magnetic Blessed Families that inspire the world and testify to the 
work of our True Parents. 
 
Join us this Giving Tuesday, November 28 in supporting a grassroots initiative committed to fighting 
pornography. 
 
 
 
 


